
inference
Reading Passages

with three differentiated levels



Ideas For Using This Pack
-small groups
-literacy groups
-guided reading
-intervention time
-RTI
-tutoring
-literacy centers
-homework
-special intervention instruction
-first and second grade readers
-struggling third grade readers
-advanced kindergarten
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Using This Pack
Post and use the thinking stems at the small group table and your 
whole group meeting area. Thinking stems promote participation and 
classroom discussion by providing a model for your students to start 
their thought. Students can also refer to the thinking stems when they 
respond to writing throughout the passages.

Post and utilize the character emotion anchor chart. Every passage 
contains a “How does _______ feel?” inference question. Students can 
refer to the anchor chart for scaffolding and support. 

Choose from one of three tiered passages per story for each small group. Each tier builds in complexity 
with increasing text and written response expectations. Tier 1 contains a short amount of text and greater 
picture support. Tier 3 contains no picture support and an open ended inference question that requires two 
citations of textual evidence. 

One story = 3 differentiated small groups & equal access to content and classroom conversation!
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Tier 1:Short, 
manageable 

amount of text

Tier 1 written 
response is 

short and to the 
point. Students 
can answer the 

inference 
question in one 

complete 
sentence.

Students 
underline the 
clues in the 

text to support 
their inference.

Tier 1 contains a 
lot of picture 

support to help 
students make 

inferences 
about the story.
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Tier 2:Tier 2’s text length 
is longer and 
contains more 

textual evidence. 

Tier 2 contains 
one simple written 

response 
inference and a 
more complex 

response question.

Students underline 
the clues in the text 

to support their 
inference in Part A 
but must defend 
their inference in 
Part B with a clue 

from the text. 

Tier 2 contains 
less picture 

support than Tier 
1. Students need to 
use more of the 
text’s details to 

make an inference.
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Tier 3:Tier 3 passages 
contain the most 
amount of text. 
The passage is 
filled with the 

greatest amount 
of text details.

Tier 3 contains an 
open ended 

inference question 
instead of specific 

questions. 
Students are 

encouraged to use 
critical thinking 
skills to draw 
conclusions.

Students must cite 
at least two clues 
within their written 

response to 
support their 

inference.  

Tier 3 contains no 
picture support. 
Students must 

depend completely on 
the text to draw 

their conclusions and 
make inferences.
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Name _______________________________________________

A Bad Day
Dane spent all day on 
his picture for art. 
Then, he saw his little 
sister. Dane yelled at 
her. His face was red. 

A: What did Dane’s sister do?

_________________________________ 

__________________________________

__________________________________

B: How does Dane feel?

__________________________________ 

__________________________________

__________________________________

Underline clues from the text that 
support your answer to Part B.
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another. If you want to use this as a grade level, share it with a colleague, or use it with a school or
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